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ABSTRACT Mobile cloud computing has the features of resource constraints, openness and uncertainty which leads to the
high uncertainty on its Quality of Service (QoS) provision and serious security risks. Therefore, when faced with the complex
service requirements, an efficient and reliable service composition approach is extremely important. In addition, preference
learning is also a key factor to improve user experiences. In order to address them, this paper introduces a three-layered trustenabled service composition model for the mobile cloud computing systems. Based on fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method,
we design a novel and integrated trust management model. Service brokers are equipped with a learning module enabling them
to better analyze customers’ service preferences especially in cases when the details of a service request are not totally disclosed.
Because traditional methods cannot totally reflect the autonomous collaboration between the mobile cloud entities, a prototype
system based on the multi-agent platform JADE is implemented to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed strategies. The
experimental results show that our approach improves the transaction success rate and user satisfaction.
INDEX TERMS Mobile cloud computing, Service Composition, Trust management, User preference
learning, Multi-agent technology

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile cloud computing is the application of cloud
computing in mobile Internet. It refers to the delivery and use
mode of IT resources or information services to
provide/obtain infrastructure, platform, software (or
applications) through mobile network in an on-demand and
scalable manner. Mobile cloud computing builds up a hybrid
application environment of cloud computing, Internet and
mobile ends, improving the computational and storage
capability of mobile terminals and providing users with a
more rich and colorful functional experience.
However, mobile cloud computing inherits both the
advantages and disadvantages of cloud computing and mobile
internet. The features of resource constraints, openness and
uncertainty lead to the high uncertainty and unstable Quality
of Service (QoS) provision and serious security risks [1, 2].
Especially in the face of complex service requirements, how
to achieve efficient service composition, and how to ensure the
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credibility of combined services has become hot issues in the
mobile cloud computing researches [3].
Many valuable task scheduling and service composition
strategies have been proposed for the traditional Internet
environment. However, they can not cope well with the active
collaboration of participants in the mobile cloud computing
markets. For this reason, agent-based cloud computing models
are introduced [4]. Mobile cloud systems based on a multiagent architecture are much easier to reflect the autonomy,
intelligence and initiative of cloud entities, and to realize the
independent evolution of the cloud service market, which is
closer to the essence of a commercial market [5-11].
To meet these requirements, we propose a Trust-based
Agent Learning Model for Service Composition (TALMSC)
in mobile cloud computing environments. We design a novel
trust management model based on fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation method and propose a trust-enabled service
composition model. In order to obtain customers’ service
preferences and accelerate service classification, we equip
1
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service brokers with a learning module based on a two-stage
improved Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) learning mechanism which
can also improve the transaction success rate and user
satisfaction.
To make TALMSC more efficient, satisfactory and reliable,
in the construction of our approach, the following key
questions are addressed:
● What is the most suitable framework for the multi-agent
based mobile cloud scheduling model? How can agents
interact with each other?
● Since trust is fuzzy and context-aware, what is an efficient
and integrated trust management model?
● What is the suitable learning algorithm to learn customers’
service preferences?
In contrast to the existing research works, this paper mainly
focuses on the impact of the external mechanisms on the
service scheduling process. The main contributions of the
paper are as follows:
(1) the design of a multi-agent based cloud service
scheduling model under trust mechanism.
(2) a proposed novel trust management model based on
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method.
(3) the design of a two-stage improved FCM method based
learning algorithm to obtain user service preferences.
Furthermore, we carry out a couple of experiments to test
and evaluate the influence of trust and learning methods on the
mobile cloud markets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly introduces the related work. Section 3 introduces
system architecture along with the design details. A fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation based trust model is proposed in
Section 4. Section 5 donates a two-stage improved FCM
learning mechanism in scheduling. And performance
evaluation is presented in Section 6. The last section concludes
the paper along with future work.
II. RELATED WORK

We discuss the related efforts in the context of scheduling
models, trust issues and user preference learning.
A. SERVICE SCHEDULING IN CLOUD COMPUTING
ENVIRONMENTS

Service scheduling is a key factor influencing the performance
and user satisfaction of cloud computing systems [12]. Till
now, researchers have put forward a couple of high-level
research results.
The traditional task scheduling algorithms mainly focus on
the optimization of time, including OLB MET, FCFS, RR,
Min-Min, Max-Min, Sufferage and their improved algorithms.
Since task scheduling is a NP-hard problem, the follow-up
researches laid emphasis on the heuristic scheduling algorithm,
including GA (Genetic Algorithm), SA (Simulated
Annealing), ACO (Ant Colony Optimization), and PSO
(Particle Swarm Optimization), etc.
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Currently, the targets of task scheduling in cloud
environments focus on two sides: (1) optimize the efficiency
of the scheduling systems (throughput, load balancing, energy
saving, etc.), and (2) optimize cloud users' QoS goals
(deadline, budget, fairness, security, etc.). W. Dou et al.
proposed a resource co-allocation method for the efficient and
load balance scheduling [13]. S. Basu et al. designed a
cognitive model of bio-inspired approach to find the optimal
solution of task scheduling of IoT applications [14]. F. Damian
et al. proposed energy-efficiency strategies for task scheduling
under several security constraints [15]. W. Tian et al.
developed a method to find the optimal solution to minimize
the energy consumption in job migrations [16]. E. Alkhanak
et al. proposed a completion time driven hyper-heuristic
approach for cost optimization of cloud scheduling [17]. J.
Ren et al. established a mathematical model of cloud task
scheduling and proposed an improved simulated annealing
algorithm to shorten the completion time of tasks under a
given user satisfaction [18]. B. Lin et al. introduced a costdriven strategy for the deadline-constrained workflow
scheduling [19]. B. Keshanchi et al. proposed an improved
genetic based cloud task scheduling algorithm and designed a
series of approaches to analyze the correctness and efficient of
their strategy [20]. L. Liu et al. designed an adaptive penalty
function to accelerate the convergence and prevent the
prematurity of GA based constrained scientific workflow
scheduling algorithms in cloud computing environments [21].
In order to build and run service composition systems
effectively and efficiently in mobile cloud computing
environments, S. Deng et al. proposed novel service selection
and scheduling methods, which could effectively get the
optimal composition in terms of minimized energy
consumption, lower running risks and optimal QoS,
respectively [22-25]. Furthermore, in order to provide high
quality of service (QoS) for service provisioning system, Deng
et al. proposed a novel service cache scheduling method which
efficiently takes advantage of the composability of services
and indeed significantly improves the performance of service
provision systems for real applications [26].
Aiming at better reflecting the autonomy and collaboration
of cloud entities, some other scholars prefer the agent-based
cloud systems. J. Gutierrez-Garcia and K. Sim [8] proposed
fourteen scheduling heuristics for concurrently executing the
bag of tasks in Cloud environments and also an elastic cloud
resource allocation mechanism. They designed an agent-based
Cloud BoT execution tool named CloudAgent to support
concurrently BoTs execution in multiple Clouds [9]. As for the
composition of cloud services, they proposed an agent-based
approach to compose services in multi-Cloud environments
for different types of Cloud services [10].
Different from the above solutions, this paper mainly
focuses on using trust and leaning mechanisms to enhance the
credibility, to accelerate service classification, and to improve
the transaction success rate and user satisfaction of the mobile
cloud markets.
VOLUME XX, 2017
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B. TRUST MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Trust has been proved to be an efficient mechanism to solve
the reputation and reliability problems in the distributed open
environments.
X. Li et al. proposed a dynamic trust model to accurately
quantify and predict user's cognitive behavior [27]. In 2015,
they presented a trust aware service brokering scheme named
T-broker for the efficient service matching in cloud [28]. Y.
Tan et al. proposed a combination-weighted approach based
on relative entropy to evaluate user behavior [29]. Some
researchers put forward evolutionary algorithms combined
trust mechanisms [30, 31]. S. Wang proposed the trust
assessment method based on the cloud model [32]. X. Xie
designed the double excitation and deception detection based
trust model [33]. K. Ahmadi proposed a trust-based decision
making model for multi-agent societies [34]. Paper [35] and
[36] presented the mechanisms of trust evaluation methods for
the cloud-based applications. Y. Wang et al. introduced a trustbased probabilistic recommendation model for social
networks [37]. To meet the trust requirements of multi-cloud
communities, O. Wahab et al. proposed a three-fold solution
including trust establishment, the bootstrapping of trust and
trust-based hedonic coalitional game [38]. S. Deng et al.
innovatively proposed a two-phase recommendation process
to effectively utilize deep learning in initialization and to
efficiently synthesize the users’ interests with their trusted
friends’ interests together [39], which remarkably improved
the recommendation accuracy and effectiveness.
Many literatures tries to solve the trustworthiness problems
in the service selection. For example, M. Alhanahnah et al.
presented a taxonomy of trust factors and their application in
the real scenarios [40]. X. Li proposed a trust-based and multiattribute service selection algorithm [41]. C. Hu et al. proposed
a trust and spanning tree based cloud service organization
approach to help cloud users eliminate malicious and spurious
services [42]. Y. Wang et al. put forward the community trustdriven service selection model [43]. C. Hang et al proposed
two distributed trust-aware service selection approaches for
Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) environments [44]. Also,
some researchers proposed service selection algorithms based
on trust and QoS preferences, such as [45].
The premise of most of the above studies is that after each
transaction, user evaluation is clear and quantifiable which is
somewhat inaccurate. In most cases, user evaluation on
services is subjective, fuzzy and jumping. Therefore, it’s
necessary to design a more suitable and integrated trust
evaluation model.
C. USER PREFERENCE LEARNING

User preferences leaning is intensively studied in social
networks and recommendation systems. CF (Collaborative
Filtering) is the most famous algorithm whose kernel idea is
to use nearest neighbor to quantify and predict user preference.
J. Lim et al. developed a multi-agent reinforcement learning
method to capture user specific preference in a smart
2

environment [46]. X. Li et al. proposed an optimization
algorithm based on a Gaussian model and a novel utility-based
approach to estimate user preference [47]. Based on online
graph regularized user preference learning (OGRPL), Z. Zhao
et al. presented a new framework for a unified preference
learning process [48]. Based on a deep user preference
learning, Y. Yin et al. proposed a novel service
recommendation method containing three prediction models
for the cyber-physical systems [49]. They also proposed a
service quality prediction mode which is able to incorporate
network location and implicit associations among users and
services [50].
The target of a CF systems is to predict and recommend the
potential services to their users by understanding user
preferences, which is essentially different from the main goal
of this paper. The learning mechanism in this paper aims to
help brokers understand user preferences, and thus adjust their
resource introduction strategy to improve user satisfaction.
However, the existing methods provide a very useful reference.
III. DESIGN OVERVIEW

In this section, we discuss system architecture and agent
interaction model of TALMSC.
A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

TALMSC mainly contains three components: JADE main
container, transaction agents and cloud resource pool.
JADE main container or the front-end is created
automatically when a JADE platform starts. It contains three
parts: AMS (Agent Management System), DF (Directory
Facilitator) and ACC (Agent Communication Channel). AMS
provides white page and life cycle services, maintains AID
(Directory of Agent Identifiers) and the states of all agents. DF
provides yellow page service. ACC controls all the message
exchange of the platform. AMS, DF and ACC are
automatically loaded when a JADE platform starts. JADE
main container provides a complete runtime environment for
the execution of all the other agents.
Transaction agents in TALMSC are mainly three types: user
agents, broker agents and provider agents. User agents
implement market behavior on behalf of mobile cloud users
including service requests submission, service selection,
consumption and evaluation. Provider agents are on behalf of
service providers. Their activities include choosing, managing
and providing services. In order to improve the efficiency of
service matching, broker agents are added whose role is
similar to the service intermediary agency in real world. The
behaviors of broker agents include service matching,
credibility/trust evaluation, QoS management and service
preference learning. Furthermore, since TALMSC deals with
the composite service request of cloud users which may be
beyond the capability of a single broker, brokers always need
to cooperate and share with others their transaction
information and resources.
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FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.
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The system architecture of TALMSC

The interaction model of mobile cloud entities
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Each intelligent agent in TALMSC has four necessary
modules: (1) Self-maintaining module. It helps agents to
manage their own affairs; (2) Message control and
transportation module. It manages all the messages and
communications between intelligent agents; (3) Market
behavior module. It manages all the market transaction
behaviors; (4) Monitoring and reporting module. It monitors
the real-time dynamics of the market and provides analysis
and reports. For user agents and broker agents, they are also
equipped with a trust module which manages all trust related
affairs including trust policy design, trust initialization, trust
evaluation, and trust decision, etc. Furthermore, there is one
special module for brokers: a learning module. This module is
equipped with the learning algorithms to learn customers’
service preferences and to accelerate the service classification.

is the object needed to be evaluated before selection or
transaction. A trustor is the subject who evaluate the trust of
the other transactional entities. And a recommender is the one
who provides his recommendation trust of the trustee to the
trustor. The relationship between the above entities is shown
in Fig. 3.

B. AGENT-BASED CLOUD INTERACTION MODEL

Fig.2 shows the interaction model between agents (user agent,
provider agent and broker agent) in TALMSC. Following, a
very simple example describes the details of the interaction.
When a cloud user requires a certain type of service, the
corresponding user agent will broadcast the service request to
its familiar brokers on behalf of the user. Then when a broker
receives the request, it checks the service providers that it
manages to see whether it can provide the recommendation
singly. If so, it recommends the most suitable one according
to the details of the request and sends recommendation to the
user. If it can not provide service separately, it chooses some
other brokers to cooperate and provides a combination
recommendation. When the user receives all the
recommendations or the deadline is up, it selects the best one
and send an “accept” to the chosen broker and “refuse” to the
others. The chosen broker then asks the service providers or
collaborative brokers for confirmation and then sends
feedback to the user. After that, a direct transaction channel
between the user and the providers is set up. At last, the user
and provider who are involved in the transaction send an
evaluation to the broker.
IV. TRUST MODEL BASED ON FUZZY
COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION METHOD

In this section, a novel Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation
(FCE) based trust model is introduced to support the trust
management in TALMSC.
A. THE DEFINITION OF TRUST

Trust means the trust of the trustor in the trustee in the
recognition of the trustee’s identity and the trust of the trustee
to complete some special task as expected over a specified
period of time and in a particular context. Trust is a kind of
decision made by the trustor, based on his own experience and
other available knowledge. The indicators of trust include
authenticity, honesty, reliability and stability.
A classical trust model usually contains three types of
entities: trustee, trustor and recommender. Obviously, a trustee

2

FIGURE 3.

The relationship between trust entities.

If there exist the direct transactions between the trustor and the
trustee, it’s called that there exists the direct trust relationship
between them. Otherwise, the trustor needs to ask the
recommenders for recommendation who have the direct trust
relationship with both the trustor and the trustee.
TALMSC assumes that the identity trust has been
established at the stage of the market network initialization.
Therefore, we only take into account the evaluation of the
behavior trust and Equation (1) shows the general formula of
it.
𝑇𝑡𝑐𝐴→𝐵 = α𝑇𝑑𝐴→𝐵,𝑡𝑐 + 𝛽𝑇𝑟𝐴→𝐵,𝑡𝑐

(1)

Where 𝑇𝑡𝑐𝐴→𝐵 refers to the integrated trust of cloud entity A
to B in a special trading context (tc), 𝑇𝑑𝐴→𝐵,𝑡𝑐 refers to the
direct trust of A to B, 𝑇𝑟𝐴→𝐵,𝑡𝑐 refers to the recommendation
trust, and α and 𝛽 represent the weight of direct trust and
recommendation trust respectively.
Trust is also context sensitive, since the QoS and credibility
of a cloud entity may be quite different when he provides/faces
with difference services. In order to accurately describe the
trust of a cloud provider, trust multidimensional vector
𝑃𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 is used. Due to the reason that this paper mainly takes
into account three service types including computation,
network and storage, 𝑃𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 is represented by 𝑃𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 =
{𝑇𝑐𝑝𝑢 , 𝑇𝑏𝑑 , 𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 } where 𝑇𝑐𝑝𝑢 𝑇𝑏𝑑 𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 refer to the trust
degree of the trustee when providing computation, network
and storage services respectively.
B. TRUST EVALUATION MODEL BASED ON FCE
METHOD

FCE is a comprehensive decision making method for a certain
object considering the influences of multi-factors and under
the fuzzy circumstances. As is known, service trust has the
features of subjectivity (depending on evaluation subject),
objectivity (services have their objective attributes and value),
VOLUME XX, 2017
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uncertainty (changing with time and environment), multifactor (multi-factors of the service QoS), and context
sensitivity (the trust of the same provider becomes different
when provides different services). It is suitable to use FCE
method for the evaluation of service trust. Besides, within the
field of fuzzy theory, FCE method has many advantages such
as simple, good at deal with the multi-factor, multi-level
complex problems. Therefore, this paper chooses FCE method
to complete the evaluation of service trust.
(1) The general steps of trust evaluation based on FCE is
as follows.
 Establish evaluation factors set 𝑈 ( 𝑈 =
{𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , … , 𝑢𝑚 }). In this paper, trust comprehensive
evaluation involving three factors: computation,
network and storage.


Establish evaluation level 𝑉 (𝑉 = {𝑣1 , 𝑣2 , … , 𝑣𝑛 }). 𝑉
refers to the evaluation value/level of each factor.
This paper chooses four levels for trust including
“very trust”, “normal trust”, “normal untrusted”, and
“untrusted” to represent the trust degree of user in the
service.



Determine
weight
vector
𝐴
(
𝐴=
{𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎𝑚 }, 𝑎𝑖 > 0, ∑ 𝑎𝑖 = 1 ). eere, 𝑎𝑖 is the
influence of factor 𝑢𝑖 to the final trust decision and
the weight of different factors should be
customizable according to the users’ different service
preferences and requirements.



Construct fuzzy comprehensive judgement matrix R.
In this step, we should firstly complete the single
judgement of each factor 𝑢𝑖 of which the core is to
determine the membership degree 𝑟𝑗 of 𝑢𝑖 belong to
the evaluation degree 𝑣𝑗 . After the evaluation of m
influence factor, we get the judgement set 𝑅𝑖 (𝑅𝑖 =
{𝑟𝑖1 , 𝑟𝑖2 , … , 𝑟𝑖𝑚 } of factor 𝑢𝑖 .

In a similar way, after performing the above operations
for all the objects which need to be evaluated, the
evaluation matrix R is obtained. So far, we obtain a fuzzy
relationship from U to V of the evaluated object, as
follows.
𝑟11 𝑟12 … 𝑟1𝑚
𝑟21 𝑟22 … 𝑟2𝑚
𝑅=[…
… ⋱
⋮ ]
𝑟𝑛1 𝑟𝑛2 … 𝑟𝑟𝑚
The frequency method is used here to determine R. First
of all, the continuous trust value is classified into different
evaluation level by dividing the intervals, and then the
frequency of the historical data of the index value in the
change interval is used as the membership degree of the
fuzzy subset. This method is not computationally intensive,
and will not increase too much overhead to trust decision.
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weighted average method 𝐵 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑅.
(2) The evaluation of the direct trust
The direct trust is the trust relationship that obtained during
the direct interaction between the trustor and the
trustee. 𝑇𝑑𝐴→𝐵,𝑡𝑐 ( 𝑇𝑑𝐴→𝐵,𝑡𝑐 = {𝑡𝑑1 , 𝑡𝑑2 , … , 𝑡𝑑𝑚 } ) is used to
represent the direct trust degree belong to each evaluation
factor.
Equation (2) shows how to calculate the direct trust 𝑡𝑑𝑖 .
𝐴→𝐵,𝑡𝑐
=
𝑡𝑑𝑖

𝐴→𝐵,𝑡𝑐
𝑖
𝐴→𝐵,𝑡𝑐
𝑇𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑇𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑡∈𝑣

(2)

𝐴→𝐵,𝑡𝑐
means the number of transactions
eere, 𝑇𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑡∈𝑣
𝑖
whose trust evaluations are belong to the level 𝑣𝑖 between A
𝐴→𝐵,𝑡𝑐
refers to the
and B in the service context tc, and 𝑇𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
total transaction times.

(3) The evaluation of the recommendation trust
The recommendation trust vector 𝑇𝑟𝐶→𝐵,𝑡𝑐 ( 𝑇𝑟𝐶→𝐵,𝑡𝑐 =
{𝑡𝑟1 , 𝑡𝑟2 , … , 𝑡𝑟𝑚 } ) is the trust evaluation degree of the
recommender in the trustee in the context tc.
TALMSC uses two steps to get the recommendation trust:
1) the trustor select several reliable recommenders; 2)
calculate the recommendation trust of the trustee by
combining the recommenders’ recommendation weight and
recommendation value.
Equation (3) shows the calculation method of the
recommendation trust 𝑇𝑟𝐴→𝐵,𝑡𝑐 .
𝑇𝑟𝐴→𝐵,𝑡𝑐 =

∑𝑃𝜖Ω(𝑇𝑑𝐴→𝐶,𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑 ∗𝑇𝑑𝐶→𝐵,𝑡𝑐 )
𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(Ω)

(3)

Where 𝑇𝑑𝐶→𝐵,𝑡𝑐 is the direct trust of recommender C in
the trustee B in context tc, 𝑇𝑑𝐴→𝐶,𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑 refers to the trust
of A in the recommender C in the context of recommendation.
Ω represents the set of the cloud entities that trustor adopts
their recommended values. And 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(Ω)is the size of the
recommendation set.
The method of calculate 𝑇𝑑𝐴→𝐶,𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑 is similar with
the calculation of the common direct transaction trust.
Equation (4) shows how to calculate the recommendation
weight 𝑡𝑑𝑖 .
𝐴→𝐶,𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑡𝑑𝑖
=

𝐴→𝐵,𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑡∈𝑣
𝑖

𝐴→𝐶,𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(4)

C. A CASE STUDY

In the following part, a simple example shows how the above
comprehensive method works. Assume that one cloud user
requires a computation service and he has to make a choice
within the following six providers.

Obtain the final comprehensive evaluation results by
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First of all, we take into account three factors including
computational, network and storage capability which
influence the QoS of a computation service. So 𝑈 =
{𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ, 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒} . Secondly, we
establish the evaluation level, four trust levels are considered.
𝑉 = {"𝐿1 − 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡", "𝐿2 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡", "𝐿3 −
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑", "𝐿4 − 𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑"}. Thirdly, the user

evaluates each provider from the above perspective and asks
for the recommendation from the credible recommenders.
Tab. 1 shows the number of direct transactions that belong
to each evaluation level. Tab. 2 shows the recommendation
trust of the providers and Tab.3 shows the recommendation
weight.

TABLE Ⅰ
THE HISTORY TRUST OF THE PROVIDERS

Provider
ID

𝑇𝑐𝑝𝑢

𝑇𝑏𝑑

𝑇𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒

L-1

L-2

L-3

L-4

L-1

L-2

L-3

L-4

L-1

L-2

L-3

L-4

P1

132

9

6

3

30

30

30

60

75

15

15

45

150

P2

40

20

30

10

70

20

5

5

90

5

3

2

100

P3

144

18

9

9

108

45

18

9

126

36

18

0

180

TABLE Ⅱ
THE RECOMMENDATION TRUST OF THE PROVIDERS

Recommender ID

P4

P5

Provider ID

𝑻𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒓→𝑷𝒊
𝒓
L-1

L-2

L-3

L-4

P1

0.7

0.15

0.1

0.05

P2

0.5

0.2

0.2

0.1

P3

0.8

0.2

0.1

0

P1

0.9

0.1

0

0

P2

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.2

P3

0.7

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.88
𝑅 𝑇 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟→𝑃1 = [ 0.2
𝑑
0.5

TABLE Ⅲ
THE RECOMMENDATION WEIGHT OF THE
RECOMMENDERS

Provider ID
P4

0.8

P5

0.6

According to Equation (2) and Tab.1, the trust judgement
matrix of provider P1 𝑇𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟→𝑃1 is obtained.

0.04
0.2
0.1

0.02
0.4 ]
0.3

Assume the weight vector of computational service is𝐴 =
{0.6,0.2,0.2} . According to the weighted average method
𝐵 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑅 which is discussed in the above section, we obtain
the direct trust evaluation of P1.
(0.6

0.2

(0.668

2

0.06
0.2
0.1

0.88
0.2) ∗ [ 0.2
0.5
0.096

0.084

0.06
0.2
0.1

0.04
0.2
0.1

0.02
0.4 ]=
0.3

0.152)
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Therefore 𝑇𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟→𝑃1 = (0.668

0.096

0.084

0.152) .

Similarly, we get trust judgement matrix of P2 and P3.
0.4
𝑅 𝑇 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟→𝑃2 = [0.7
𝑑
0.9

0.2
0.2
0.05

0.3
0.05
0.03

0.1
0.05]
0.02

0.8
𝑅 𝑇 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟→𝑃3 = [0.6
𝑑
0.7

0.1
0.25
0.2

0.05
0.1
0.1

0.05
0.05]
0
FIGURE 4. The trust-enabled learning agent model.

𝑇𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟→𝑃2

The
and 𝑇𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟→𝑃3 = (0.74

= (0.56 0.17 0.196
0.15 0.07 0.04).

0.074)

Combined with the recommendation weight of the
recommender P4 and P5, we can obtain each provider’s
recommendation trust shown as follows.
𝑇𝑟𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟→𝑃1 = (0.55

0.09

0.04

0.02)

After normalization, we can get the recommendation trust
of
the
user
in
P1,
that
is
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟→𝑃1 =
(0.786 0.129 0.057 0.028) . Similarly, 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟→𝑃2 =
(0.457 0.2 0.2 0.143)
and
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟→𝑃3 =
(0.716 0.149 0.095 0.04).
Finally, combining the direct and recommendation trust,
the integration trust of each provider is obtained. eere, the
weight of the direct trust is 0.7, and the weight of the
recommendation trust is 0.3.
𝑇 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟→𝑃1 = (0.703

0.106

0.076

0.115)

𝑇 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟→𝑃2 = (0.529

0.179

0.197

0.095)

𝑇 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟→𝑃3 = (0.733

0.149

0.078

0.04)

According to the principle of max membership degree, the
user can come to the conclusion that P3 is the most credible
in this situation.
V. TRUST AND LEARNING ENABLED SERVICE
COMPOSITION MODEL
A. TRUST-ENABLED LEARNING AGENT MODEL

Agent is a special software architecture used to simulate
mutual cooperation and communication between different
individuals or groups. Each Agent is located in the appropriate
environment, or as part of its own environment. They can
sense the changes in the surrounding environment thus to
change their own decisions.

VOLUME XX, 2017

Fig.4 shows the inner structure of the intelligent agents in
TALMSC. It contains the necessary components of a normal
intelligent agent including the sensors, the message processing
and the communication modules which enables it to perceive
the external environment, deal with messages and
communicate with other agents. In order to help agents adapt
to the continuously changing cloud markets and learn their
transaction partners’ preferences, a learning module is added.
Learning is the fundamental part for agents to correct and
generalize their behaviors based on the feedback from the
mission environment. Constructing a learning module within
an agent makes him no longer be confined to those predefined
behaviors. In addition, a trust module is equipped which
manages all the trust mechanisms in TALMSC. Trust can help
agents distinguish good and bad nodes, therefore improving
the transaction success rate and maintaining the orderliness
and stability of the cloud markets.
Fig.5 shows the main structure of the active learning
module in TALMSC. The brokers constantly study and learn
something new from the trading history. They collect
transaction data, choose to use some special learning
algorithms to do the data processing, and then obtain the
analysis result which may be the profit, cost or their customers’
service preferences. Learning has many benefits for brokers.
First of all, it helps to update the learning methods and adjust
the parameters to obtain a more precise evaluation later. It can
also help the brokers to revise their resource strategies to
become more competitive in the cloud market. In this paper,
learning ability is mainly used by the brokers to adjust their
provider/resource introduction strategy.
B. LEARNING-DRIVEN SERVICE COMPOSITION
MODEL

TALMSC deals with cloud users’ composite service requests
which requires the brokers, accordingly, have the composite
service ability. Fig.6 shows the procedure of composite
service scheduling.
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FIGURE 5.

The active learning module in TALMSC.

FIGURE 6.

Learning-driven service composition model

The kernel part of the service scheduling process can be
described as follows. Initially, a user agent sends a service
request to the familiar brokers. If a broker receives the
VOLUME XX, 2017

request and it can deal with the request by itself, it
recommends services directly to the user. However, if it can
not, it asks other brokers to cooperate and then sends reply
to the user. After all the replies arrives, the user chooses the
3
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best broker and sends an “accept” message to the chosen one
and a “reject” to the others. The chosen broker then asks the
service providers or the collaborative brokers for
confirmation and helps the user and the providers set up the
transaction. After each transaction, the market entities
perform evaluations and feedbacks in order to make a better
service selection next time. The service brokers with the
learning abilities can gradually learn their users’ service
preferences and modify their plan of cloud providers or
resources.
The key role of service scheduling is broker agents.
Algorithm 1 shows the operation mechanism of brokers.
Algorithm 1: broker agents’ operation model

Procedure
Recommend_Service
(my_service_type,
provider_list, broker_list)
While service request queue != NULL do
Get the first service request q_first from the queue;
evaluate the request_type of q_first;
if (request_type==my_service_type) then
find provider that best fit q_first;
recommend choose_provider to the user
else
request other familiar brokers for cooperation
according to request_type;
wait for responses from other brokers;
if all answers received or deadline then
find some brokers to cooperate according to
price or other factors;
end if
if (find_cooperation_broker is success) then
send recommendation to the user
else
send refuse to the user
end if
end if
end while
end procedure
Procedure Deliver_service (user, chosen_Provider)
if receive user agent cooperation request then
if it is a simple service then
Send_cooperation(chosen_Provider,
request_content);
Waiting responding from chosen_Provider;
if receive responding then
Deliver_cooperation(user,
responding_message);
end if
else
Send_cooperation(Collaborate_broker,
request_content);
Send_cooperation(Chosen_Provider,
request_content);
Waiting responding from broker;
Waiting responding from provide;r
6

if receive responding then
Deliver_cooperation(user,
responding_message);
end if
end if
end if
end procedure
Procedure eandle_evaluation (decision_threshold)
if receive satisfaction then
if satisfaction > decision_threshold then
Coopration(Consumer,Provider) → Positive
sample
else
Coopration(Consumer,Provider) → Negative
sample
end if
end if
end procedure

There are three parts in the service scheduling model:
service recommendation, service delivery and evaluation
handling. The recommendation helps users find the most
suitable service. However the service may be provided by
one broker or by several brokers. Service delivery deals with
the service confirmation and the transaction construction
between the corresponding user, the collaborative brokers
and the providers. Evaluation handling processes the
feedback from users and uses the data to build the training
set for a further analysis.
C. LEARNING ALGORITHM BASED ON TWO-STAGE
FCM METHOD

(1) The Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering method
The FCM method is a partition-based clustering algorithm.
The kernel idea of FCM is to make the similarity between
objects divided into the same cluster the largest, and the
similarity between different clusters the smallest.
Assume 𝑋 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 } is a finite data set in the
space 𝑅𝑛 , the FCM method can divide 𝑋 into c (2 ≤ c ≤
n) clusters while minimizing the value function of nonsimilarity index. If we use 𝑉 = {𝑣1 , 𝑣2 , … , 𝑣𝑐 } to represent
the center of the clusters, the general form of the objective
function is as follows.
𝑐

𝐽(𝑈, 𝑉) = ∑ 𝐽𝑖 =
𝑖=1

𝑐

𝑛

𝑚 2
∑ ∑ 𝑢𝑖𝑗
𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1 𝑗=1

𝑐

𝑛

𝑚 𝑥 −𝑣 2
‖ 𝑖
𝑗‖
= ∑ ∑ 𝑢𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1 𝑗=1

∀𝑗 = 1, . . 𝑛, 𝑢𝑖𝑗 𝜖[0,1], ∑𝑐𝑖=1 𝑢𝑖𝑗 = 1, m ≥ 0
(5)
Where 𝑈 is a fuzzy classification of 𝑋 , m is the fuzzy
weighted index which is used to control the fuzzy degree of
membership matrix. Generally speaking, the larger the value
of m, the higher fuzzy degree it is. Although m can be
assigned a random value larger than 1, It is generally
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considered that m = 2 is most suitable. Therefore, the value
of m in the subsequent experiments is set 2.
Constructing the following new objective function, we
can find the necessary condition to make equation (5) reach
its minimum value.
𝑛

𝑐

𝐽′ (𝑈, 𝑉, 𝜆) = 𝐽(𝑈, 𝑉) + ∑ 𝜆𝑗 (∑ 𝑢𝑖𝑗 − 1)
𝑐

=

𝑗=1
𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑚 2
∑ ∑ 𝑢𝑖𝑗
𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1 𝑗=1

𝑛

𝑐

+ ∑ 𝜆𝑗 (∑ 𝑢𝑖𝑗 − 1)
𝑗=1

𝑖=1

(6)
Where 𝜆𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1, . . , 𝑛 is the n constrained Lagrangian
multiplier. Deriving all the input parameters, the necessary
conditions to minimize the equation (5) can be obtained.
𝑣𝑖 =

𝑚
∑𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑢𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑗
𝑚
∑𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑢𝑖𝑗

𝑢𝑖𝑗 =

1
𝑑𝑖𝑗 2⁄
) (𝑚−1)
𝑑𝑘𝑗

∑𝑐𝑘=1(

(7)





Step 2: Calculate 𝑉 (the centers of c clusters) using
equation (7).
Step 3: Calculate the value function according to
equation (6). The algorithm stops if it is less than a
certain threshold, or if its change is less than a
specific threshold from the last time.
Step 4: Calculate the new fuzzy classification matrix
𝑈 using equation (8). Go back to step 2.

(2) Learning algorithm based on two-stage FCM method
In cloud computing environments, the service requirements
of users are always diverse, fuzzy, subjective and changing.
Therefore, we use the FCM method to help brokers better
analyze their customers’ service preferences and thus adjust
their service strategies including resources introduction and
management strategies to improve user satisfaction.
eowever, FCM is insufficient. For example, the objective
function may converge to a local extreme points. The main
problem exists in the improper choice of the initial cluster
centers. In order to solve this problem, we improve the
traditional FCM algorithm and propose a two-stage FCM
method.
The first stage is the initialization of cluster centers. We
use improved Maxmin [51] algorithm to achieve this goal.
The concept of data density is introduced here in order to
6

Data density refers to the radius of the specified m data
objects centered on the specific data. Obviously, the larger
the radius, the more sparse of data in the area where 𝑥𝑖 is
located; on the contrary, the more dense. Points with higher
density are usually considered to be in the data center.
Therefore, instead of randomly selecting the first data center
like the traditional Maxmin algorithm, we use the point with
the smallest data density as the first cluster center.
The main steps of initialization based on improved
Maxmin algorithm is as follows.
 Step 1: Calculate the density separately for the data
points in data set 𝑋 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 }, choose the one
𝑥𝑖 with the smallest density as the first cluster center
𝑣1 .


Step 2: Find the data point 𝑥𝑗 farthest from 𝑥𝑖 as the
second cluster center 𝑣2 .



Step 3: Calculate the distance from the rest of the
𝑧
data points in 𝑋 to the cluster centers. Use 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛
to
th
mark the minimum value to the z center.



𝑧
Step 4: Compare data in {𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛
} and find the max one
𝑧
max{𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 }, set the data point to be the new cluster
center. Judge if c cluster centers has been found, if so
go to step 5, otherwise repeat step 3~4.



Step 5: Divide other data into each cluster by the
principle of minimum distance to the center.

(8)

Therefore, the general steps of FCM algorithm is as
follows.
 Step 1: Initialize the fuzzy classification matrix 𝑈
using the random numbers between 0 and 1 and
satisfying the constraints in equation (5).


avoid the use of noise points as the initial clustering center.

The second stage is to use the FCM algorithm to obtain
c clusters and get the value of each cluster center.
 Step 1: Set the current number of iterations (𝑙 = 0),
the maximum number of iterations max_iterations,
the threshold ξ, and the initial class centers 𝑉 0
obtained by stage-1.


Step 2: Obtain the fuzzy membership matrix 𝑈 𝑙
according to 𝑉 𝑙 .



Step 3: Calculate the new cluster center set 𝑉 𝑙+1 .



Step 4: Judge if 𝑙 > max_iterations or ‖𝑉 𝑙 −
𝑉 𝑙+1 ‖ < ξ . If so, go to the next step, otherwise,
repeat step 2-3.



Step 5: Identify the category of the customers’
service preference according the principle of
maximum membership degree and output.

(3) Learning based resource adjustment strategies of the
brokers
Algorithm 2 describes how learning module works.
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Algorithm 2: broker agents adjust resource strategy
Procedure
Eliminate_provider
(transaction_num,
transaction_threshold, n)
if transaction_num > transaction_threshold then
Sort provider by transaction number;
end if
Eliminate least used n providers;
end procedure
Procedure
GetUserPreferece
(transaction_num,
transaction_threshold, max_iteration, threshold)
Training sample ← positive and negative sample;
Build training set;
Normalized(samples);
if transaction_num > transaction_threshold then
use Maxmin method to initialize the fuzzy
classification matrix U;
iteration=0;
diff=0;
While
(iteration<=max_iteration
and
diff>=threshold)
do
Calculate the cluster center V;
Update U;
Diff=difference between the new and old
center;
end While
Compute the frequency of samples belong to
each cluster according to the cluster center;
Output the user_preference of the samples;
end if
end Procedure
Procedure Select _providers(user_preference)
for unsaturation provider Pi do
if provider suffice user_preference then
if broker unsaturation then
provider_list ←Pi;
else
one literation finished and Break;
end if
end if
end for
end procedure

From Algorithm 2, we can see that the learning model
mainly consists of three parts: elimination, learning and
selection. The elimination deletes the non-popular providers
from list. The learning is the core part. It utilizes the
transaction history to obtain user preferences. The selection
introduces some new providers. The learning model is an
iterative process which must go through the above three steps.
In the continuous iterative process, brokers gradually identify

6

the type of services their customers are pursuing: costeffective, big storage, high speed computation, and so on.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Two kinds of experiments are performed to evaluate the
efficiency of TALMSC. Trust mechanisms are tested on
NetLogo [52]. The service scheduling and learning ability are
tested on JADE [53], a multi-agent framework.
A. THE EFFICIENCY OF TRUST MECHANISMS

(1) The design of the experiments
The aim of this set of experiments is to test the performance of
the proposed trust model. Since in cloud computing
environments, the details of services are always transparent to
users, therefore, for users, brokers can be seen as their service
providers. On the other hand, for brokers, other collaborative
brokers or providers can be treated as their providers. From
this perspective, trust simulation system does not need to fully
cover all the entities in the mobile cloud systems. Therefore,
we only take into account two trust parties: the mobile cloud
users and the service providers.
In NetLogo, turtles are the subjective entities that
represent users to take actions and the links are the social
relations between the turtles. In our simulation experiments,
the blue color person-shaped turtles are used to represent
users while the red color star-shaped turtles represent
providers. The blue edges represent the ordinary transaction
relationship between users and providers, the yellow edges
represent the recommendation relationship between users
and providers, and the red edges is the cooperation relations
between service providers.

Below are the main steps of the trust simulation
experiments.
 Generate a specified number of users and providers
whose performances are randomly deployed. In this
experiment, performance mainly refers to the trust.


Initialize the relationship network randomly. The
relations include the transaction or recommendation
relationships between the market entities (users and
service providers) and the cooperation relationships
between the providers.



Each user is required to complete 100 times of
transactions. In each transaction, a user first chooses
one familiar provider. eowever, if no one is found,
the user asks for recommendation. Unluckily, if still
no one is available, it chooses a random one to
complete the transaction.



If a transaction is completed successfully, a green
colored edge (transaction edge) between the user and
the provider is created. Conversely, the transaction
edge between them disappears and accordingly a
recommendation edge also disappears if the partner
is recommended.
VOLUME XX, 2017
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FIGURE 7.
The simulation scene of the random transactions with 30%
malicious provider nodes (leftmost: the initial state, middle: the final state

after 100 transactions per node, rightmost: the transaction success rate)

FIGURE 8. The simulation scene of the proposed trust-based transactions
with 30% malicious provider nodes (leftmost: the initial state, middle: the

final state after 100 transactions per node, rightmost: the transaction
success rate)

FIGURE 9.
The simulation scene of the random transactions with 95%
malicious provider nodes (leftmost: the initial state, middle: the final state

after 100 transactions per node, rightmost: the transaction success rate)
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FIGURE 10.
The simulation scene of the proposed trust-based
transactions with 95% malicious provider nodes (leftmost: the initial state,

middle: the final state after 100 transactions per node, rightmost: the
transaction success rate)

The parameters in the experiments are shown in Tab.4.

success rate is guaranteed and the provider-user network is
robust even if there exists a great number of malicious nodes.
The main reason is that trust helps the users make decisions
before trading, which greatly reduces the chances of the failed
or invalid transactions. At the same time, the trust
recommendation mechanism helps the users to find those
reliable dealers who provide their required services, thereby
continuously expanding the trading network and making the
cloud market more stable and robust.

TABLE Ⅳ
THE PARAMETERS OF TRUST SIMULATION

Provider
number

User
number

Link
probability

Malicious
ratio

0~2000

0~1000

20%

0~100%

(2) Result analysis
We focus on trust impact on the transaction success rate and
the relationship maintenance of the cloud market. Since it
becomes very difficult to distinguish if there are too many
entities in the market, therefore, we display the scenes
where there are 200 providers and 100 users. Fig.7 ~Fig.10
show the results. For each figure, there are three subfigures: the leftmost one shows the initial state (the
randomly generated trading network), the middle one
shows the end state (the post-transaction network after 100
times of transactions per user), and the rightmost one shows
the transaction success rate reported by NetLogo reporter.
we let the range of malicious node from 0 to 100%,
although in the real market, there are probably not so many
malicious entities, this is just for the performance and
effectiveness test of our solution. Fig. 7 and Fig.8 show the
simulation result under the circumstance that 30% of the
provider nodes are malicious, while Fig.9 and Fig.10 are
the result of 95% malicious provider nodes.
The results of the random transactions show that due to the
existence of the low-reputation service providers, the success
rate of transactions is very low and the trading network
gradually shrinks which indicates that the mobile cloud users
gradually lose confidence in the use of cloud services. On the
contrary, the results of the trust-enabled transactions show that
by loading the proposed trust mechanisms, the transaction

6

B. THE SERVICE COMPOSITION PLATFORM BASED
ON JADE

(1) Multi-agent platform JADE
Java Agent Development Framework (JADE) is a software
development framework designed to develop the multi-agent
systems and the smart agent applications that follow the FIPA
standard. It consists of two main parts: a FIPA-compliant
agent platform and a software package for developing Java
agents. Fig.11 shows the architecture of a standard JADE
platform.
Based on JADE framework, TALMSC implements the
main parties and their interactions in the mobile cloud markets,
realizes the composite service scheduling, provides the trust
and learning module for some specific agents, sets a reporter
to investigate the evolvement of the market and the influence
of the newly introduced mechanisms.
(2) Multi-agent messaging mechanisms in TALMSC
In the simulation platform, there are mainly three types of
cloud agents: the user agents, the broker agents and the
provider agents. TALMSC designs the messaging mechanism
between the different agents. There are mainly four types of
messages shown in Tab.5. CFP messages are used for
service/cooperation requests, PROPOSE messages are used
for recommendations, CONFIRM messages are used for
confirmations, and INFORM messages are used for sending
the result, either the service or the evaluation.
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TABLE Ⅴ
MESSAGE DEFINED IN THE COMPOSITE SERVICE SCHEDULING PLATFORM

Message

Representation Forms

Sender

Receiver

UserAgent

BrokerAgent

User asks broker for service
recommendation

CFP(BrokerAgent,Service_Description)

BrokerAgent

ProviderAgent

Broker asks provider to deal
with a new service request

REQUEST(UserAgent,Service_Description)

UserAgent

ProviderAgent

User asks provider to provide
service

REQUEST(BrokerAgent,Service_Description)

BrokerAgent

BrokerAgent

Broker asks another broker for
cooperation

PROPOSE(BrokerAgent, Recommendation)

BrokerAgent

UserAgent

Broker
sends
service
recommendation to user

PROPOSE(BrokerAgent,
CoRecommendation)

BrokerAgent

BrokerAgent

Broker
sends
service
recommendation
to
the
collaborative broker

ACCEPTPROPOSAL/FALURE(BrokerAgent)

UserAgent

BrokerAgent

User
agrees
with
recommendation or not

ACCEPT/REJECT(ProviderAgent )

ProviderAgent

BrokerAgent

Provider agrees to provide
service or not

ACCEPT/REJECT(BrokerAgent)

BrokerAgent

UserAgent

Broker agrees
service or not

AGREE/REFUSE(BrokerAgent)

BrokerAgent

BrokerAgent

Broker agrees to cooperate
and provide joint service or
not

PROPAGATE(BrokerAgent)

BrokerAgent

UserAgent

Broker tells user he has
received the request and is
trying to find service for the
user

QUERY-IF(BrokerAgent,Service_Description)

BrokerAgent

BrokerAgent

Broker asks collaborative
broker for confirmation

INFORM(ProviderAgent, Result)

ProviderAgent

UserAgent

Provider tells user the result

INFORM(UserAgent,
Evaluation)

UserAgent

BrokerAgent

User tells broker the service
evaluation result

CFP

PROPOSE

CONFIRM

INFORM

Function

CFP(UserAgent,Service_Description)

ProviderAgent,

to

the

provide

TABLE Ⅵ
TeE MAIN PARAMETERS OF TeE EXPERIMENT

6

User
number

Broker
number

Provider
number

Service
frequency

Max number
of brokers

Max number
of providers

Service type

1000

200

5000

1/minute/user

20/user

100/broker

computation/network
/storage
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connected to is also limited. Here, we take into account three
types of services: computation, network and storage.
Two representative images are captured by JADE sniffer
tool to intercept the interaction process between the agents.
Due to the huge number of agents and the main target in this
part is to investigate the collaborative mechanism between
the broker agents, here, the messages of provider agents are
hidden.

FIGURE 11.

The architecture of a standard JADE platform

(3) The Interaction of Agents
Based on the JADE framework, the service composition
system is designed. Fig.1 shows the infrastructure of the
simulation platform, and also the main entities and relations.
Tab. 6 shows the main parameters of this set of experiments.
In order to investigate the learning ability of the brokers, the
max number of providers that each broker manages is
restricted and the max number of brokers that one user can be

FIGURE 12.

A single service provision process

Fig.13 shows a more complex situation when a service
recommendation is provided by more than one broker,
mainly displaying the service cooperation process. User_2
sent a service request to Broker_7 (the only broker it knew).
eowever Broker_7 was not able to provide the service by
itself. Obviously, Broker_7 did not want to miss the
6

Fig.12 shows a relative simple circumstance when a service
is recommended by a single broker. First of all, User_0 sent a
service request message (CFP) to its familiar broker agents
(Broker_3, Broker_4, Broker_7, and Broker_13). The brokers
then replied with “I’ve got the request” messages
(PROPAGATE). At the same time they tried to find the
suitable resources for User_0. When it is done, they sent the
recommendations to useragent0 (PROPOSE). After all the
recommendation messages arrived, User_0 found a most
satisfied one, and sent “agree” (ACCEPT-PROPOSAL) to the
chosen one (Broker_7) and “disagree” (FAILURE) to the
others. Broker_7 confirmed (CFP), and after the transaction,
User_0 sent the evaluation feedback (INFORM) to Broker_7.

transaction. So after sending a PROPAGATE message to the
user, it sent cooperation requests (REQUEST) to its familiar
broker agents (Broker_1, Broker_2, Broker_4, and
Broker_6). The cooperation brokers answered with the
recommendation messages (PROPOSE). Broker_7 chose to
cooperate with Broker_1 and Broker_4 and it sent
VOLUME XX, 2017
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recommendation to User_2. Since User_2 had no other
choices at this moment, it sent ACCEPT-PROPOSAL to
Broker_7. When Broker_7 received the ACCEPTPROPOSAL message, it asked Broker_1 and Broker_4 for

FIGURE 13.

confirmations (QUERY-IF). After receiving AGREE from
them, Broker_7 sent confirmation message (CFP) to User_2
and at the end of the transaction, User_2 sent a feedback
message (INFORM) to Broker_7.

A combination service recommendation process

TABLE Ⅶ
SLA PARAMETERS OF THE ALI-CLOUD ECS SERVICE

Type

CPU core

Ram

Storage

Bandwidth

Price/month

1

1

1GB

40GB

1TB

$4.5

2

1

1GB

40GB

2TB

$10

3

1

2GB

40GB

3TB

$19

4

2

4GB

60GB

4TB

$39

5

2

8GB

80GB

5TB

$79

C. THE EFFECT OF LEARNING MECHANISM

In TALMSC, users’ service requirements are semi-open to the
brokers. We choose five attributes to describe the function of
VOLUME XX, 2017

a service: 1) CPU, 2) ram, 3) disk capacity, 4) bandwidth, and
5) price. The value of each attribute in the simulation system
was derived from the SLA of the Ali-Cloud ECS service [54].
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Tab.7 shows the parameters of the ECS service. In order to
remove the influence of dimension on service evaluation, the
value was normalized to the range within 1~100. Doubtlessly,
a complete service request includes the above five factors. In
order to test the performance of the learning ability, however,
users only tell three of them to their potential providers.
Therefore, learning is necessary to obtain the real service
preferences of the customers.
Here, we perform four groups of experiments in almost the
same market situations to test the efficiency of the improved
FCM, the FCM, the K-Means and the random transactions. Fig.
14 shows the comparison of the effect to the convergence ratio.
Convergence in this paper mainly refers to the stable state of a
broker in which its service type and capability are stable
including the list of providers it manages, his QoS, user
satisfaction, etc. And the convergence ratio is the proportion
of brokers in the stable state. From the figure, we can see that
the convergence speeds of those situations when the brokers
are equipped with learning ability are much faster than that of
the random transactions. The reason is that learning
mechanism can help brokers to obtain their customers’ service
preferences, thus help them quickly clarify their market
positioning. When the service classification in a market is
completed, the brokers are saturated which means they no
longer need to introduce new providers/resources. Among
them, the improved-FCM converges fastest, which indicates
that a better learning method can accelerate the classification
of a market. Fig. 15 shows the curve of user satisfaction. Again,
the improved-FCM method gains the highest score, indicating
that once a broker can quickly grasp the service preferences of
its customers, it can maintain user satisfaction at a high level.
Fig.16-19 show the influences of the different decision
factors. The first factor is the decision threshold of satisfaction
which determines whether a transaction sample is a positive
example or the opposite. Fig.16 and Fig. 17 show the effect of
the different thresholds on the success ratio of service
matching and user satisfaction from which we can see that in
the early period, the lower threshold obtains the higher success
matching rate and satisfaction. The reason is that a relatively
low threshold allows brokers to introduce resources and
recommend services more aggressively and more actively,
resulting in a higher initial success rate and satisfaction.
However, over time, the higher decision threshold which
requires more stringent resource classification conditions
ensure that user preferences are better studied, and the success
rate and satisfaction are gradually improved. However, a
threshold is also inappropriate to be too high because it limits
the number of samples for learning. Therefore, the final
satisfaction and success rate of the three thresholds are very
close.
The second factor is the transaction thresholds which
determines when a broker starts a new round of learning. Fig.
18 and Fig.19 show the results. Obviously, the longer each
iteration, the more transactions and more samples a broker can
learn, thereby ensuring the accuracy of learning and
VOLUME XX, 2017
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maintaining a higher success matching rate and user
satisfaction. However, given enough time, when user
preferences gradually become clear, the effects of the different
transaction thresholds are gradually approaching.
D.

THE EFFECT OF TRUST

In the service composition simulation platform, we also
examine the effect of trust to the transaction success rate of the
composite service scheduling system. Fig. 20 shows the result.
From Fig. 20, we can see that trust maintains the transaction
success rate at a relatively high level even if there exist a great
number of malicious providers. The reason is that trust
decision is performed before each transaction which ensures
cloud users always trade with the credible partners, thereby
avoiding the invalid or false transactions.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed a novel trust-enabled service composition
model (TALMSC) for mobile cloud environments. TALMSC
is a three-tier mobile cloud market model which includes the
mobile cloud users (customers), the service providers, and the
service intermediator (broker). Brokers are the key entities
who manage the providers and help the users to find the most
suitable providers/resources. In order to improve the
efficiency, reliability and satisfaction of service scheduling,
trust and learning mechanisms are introduced in the service
matching process.
A novel integrated trust model based on FCE method is
proposed. The new trust mechanism is comprehensive,
context-aware, and able to combine the direct trust with the
recommendation trust. In addition, a two-stage improved
FCM algorithm is designed to improve the learning ability of
brokers. We tested the efficiency of the trust mechanism on
NetLogo and based on JADE, we developed a multi-agent
based service composition system by which the performances
of four related methods (the two-stage improved FCM, the
FCM, the K-Means and the random transaction) were
evaluated. The simulation results prove that learning ability is
a very important factor in improving user satisfaction when the
providers are not clear about their customers’ service
preferences and the improved FCM learning method is
efficient.
As part of the future work, we plan to explore the following
issues: 1) how can trust integrate well with the other modules
like service matching, learning, forecasting, etc. 2) with the
learning ability, brokers are easily to obtain users’ service
preferences and adjust their market strategies which will speed
up the market differentiation. Thus, how the brokers will
classify or differentiate, as well as how the cloud market
evolves.
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FIGURE 14. The comparison of convergence ratio
FIGURE 17. The effect of different decision thresholds on user
satisfaction

FIGURE 15. The comparison of user satisfaction

FIGURE 18. The effect of different transaction thresholds on success
ratio of service matching

FIGURE 16. The effect of different decision thresholds on success
ratio of service matching
FIGURE 19. The effect of different transaction thresholds on user
satisfaction
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FIGURE 20. The effect of trust on transaction success rate
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